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Fellow CVAS Observers,
There are valuable ways that amateur astronomers
contribute to science. For instance by doing careful
observations of objects such as variable stars and the
major and minor meteors streams. Also, just by casual
star gazing and having star parties we help educate the
public about the view we still have at dark places for
star gazing. Amateur astronomers also help to promote
astronomy by having clubs and societies like CVAS
that have public star parties. We have already helped to
create public awareness of light pollution. That was our
duty. We would rather see starlight than streetlights.
However, due to some future plans by several
corporations we may lose much of the natural view of
the starry sky due to the future plans for swarms of
satellites. There will still be the late night when most of
the satellite pollution is in the planets’ shadow. But it
will still be a loss for astronomy and Nature lovers in
general. That makes our battle against light pollution
even more urgent.
G.W. Gliba
CVAS Co-Founder
4817 Gliba
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Observer’s Log #1
Joe Petrick
M64, Black Eye Galaxy
Sent April 13th, 2022
Attached is an image I took last night of M64 ( Black Eye Galaxy) from my
backyard in Mentor under Moon lit skies. Taken with my Planewave 17 inch
telescope and SBIG 8300 CCD camera. One hour of luminance (6X10 min) 15
minutes through each color filter (3X5 min thru Red, Green and Blue). Assembled in
Maxlm DL6.
M64 was discovered by Edward Pigott in 1779 using his 2.5 foot reflecting telescope. He is most notable for
being one of the founders of variable stars. One year after Edward’s discovery Charles Messier rediscovered it
and catalogued it as M64. The conspicuous dark structure is a prominent dust feature obscuring the stars
behind it. The dust feature is visible even in smaller telescopes. The dark dust feature was discovered by
William Herschel who observed M64 twice in 1785 and 1789, and compared it to a "Black Eye." M64 is
approximately 19,000,000 ly from Earth and is magnitude 8.5.
This image contains a few background galaxies. I've placed an arrow on the second image to show one of
them which is PGC 1657695 that shines at magnitude 19.
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Observer’s Log #1 (cont)
Spiral Galaxy M100
Sent April 29th, 2022
Russ [Swaney] came over last night [April 28th] and we imaged M100 which I have attached. We were
working on CCD Commander to control everything so we can set up and let everything run on computer
while we sleep. Still working on that but close to it happening.
M100 attached is 40 minutes through an IR luminance filter (10X4) and 15 minutes 2x2 binned thru each
color filter (RGB ). There are several background galaxies in this image.
M100 is one of the brightest galaxies in the Virgo cluster. It is a fine example of the face–on spiral galaxy. It
is among the first spirals that have been discovered, and listed by Lord Rosse as one of 14 "spiral nebulae"
discovered to 1850. Pierre Méchain re-discovered it on March 15, 1871. Charles Messier added to his catalog
on April 13, 1871. It lies approximately 60,000,000 light years from Earth.
Seven supernovae have been identified in M100.
●

In March 1901 the first was found, SN 1901B, a type I supernova found with a magnitude of 15.6 at 110"W
and 4"N from its nucleus.

●

SN 1914A was then discovered in February to March 1914; its type was undeterminable but was found
with a magnitude of 15.7 at 24"E and 111"S from its nucleus.

●

Galactic observation from early to mid 1960 found SN 1959E, another type I supernova, with the faintest
magnitude, 17.5, among the five found, at 58"E and 21"S from its nucleus.

●

On April 15, 1979, the first type II supernova found in the M100 galaxy was discovered; however the star
SN 1979C faded quickly; later observations from x-ray to radio wavelengths revealed its remnant.

●

The fifth supernova was discovered February 7, 2006; the star SN 2006X had a magnitude of 15.3 when
discovered two weeks before fading to magnitude +17.

●

Supernova SN 2019ehk, discovered on April 29, 2019, reached a peak magnitude of approximately 15.8.

●

The seventh supernova, SN 2020oi, was discovered on January 7, 2020. It was type Ic supernova, which
reached a peak magnitude of 17.7.
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Observer’s Log #2
George Gliba
Lyrid Meteors, Screech Owl Hill Observatory, WV
Sent April 18th thru April 23rd, 2022
April 18th:
Lynne and I will be at Screech Owl Observatory for the Lyrids on
Earth Day morning [Editor’s Note: see also News & Notes in this
issue]. We hope to see you at Mountain Meadows. Let’s hope
for clear skies.
April 22nd:
I was able to see a few nice Lyrid Meteors last night [April 21]
from Screech Owl Hill Observatory in Mathias, Wva. The peak
will continue tonight as well, but with fewer bright ones.
April 23rd:
Two nights ago [April 21] I was out watching the Lyrids and saw
several nice ones. None were fireballs, but a few were 0 and -1
magnitude. Tonight [April 23] should also be clear. The Lyrids
are unique in that they have a flat maximum that lasts several
days. So tonight should also be good.
On April 23rd Daniel Rehner responded:
Hey George,
I saw 6 Lyrids and 2 Sporadics my first hour, and had the
same totals for my second hour, April 21-22. Only one -2
Lyrid was memorable.
I caught a nice one last night as well during the hour I spent
staring in wide eyed wonder at Omega Centauri through my
13” dob. Seeing was excellent; used my 12mm Nagler which
provided a life altering view. I had seen Omega Centauri a
couple of time through binoculars over the years, but now I’m
ruined. It was a nice way to spend “Earth Night”.
Take care,
Dan
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Observer’s Log #3 Lunar Eclipse on May 15th ~ 16th
Chuck Story
Lunar Eclipse from SW New Mexico
Sent May 16th, 2022
Hi Everyone,
Heard it was cloudy in NE Ohio (per usual), so for once out winter retreat in
SW New Mexico paid off for us seeing an astronomical event. I’ve attached a
composite of some of the pictures (below) I took during the eclipse, and one
wider shot (following page) to give a feel for our landscape here. One thing
about being out here, is the darkness during totality was stunning. The stars
were all visible. The flip side to that was how bright the land became with
even a little sliver of the full moonlight showing. Made for a memorable
evening.
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Observer’s Log #3 Lunar Eclipse on May 15th ~ 16th (cont)

Mike Hambrecht
Lunar Eclipse from Greece
Sent May 17th, 2022
Here’s a shot from Raches, Greece.
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Observer’s Log #3 Lunar Eclipse on May 15th ~ 16th (cont)
Rob Beers
Lunar Eclipse
Sent May 26th, 2022
I managed to get half of the eclipse before the clouds rolled in. The first
three are luminance only and the last was using RGB filters. I placed the
moon images on an old star field image from a DSLR I had. I noticed on the
web how much nicer the moon images looked this way. I used an
ASI2600MM camera with the Redcat51 scope to take the images. I used an
action(script) with ccd commander to automatic taking the images.
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Observer’s Log #3 Lunar Eclipse on May 15th ~ 16th (cont)
Gus Saikaly
Lunar Eclipse from Ashtabula, Ohio
Sent May 24th, 2022
The Total Lunar Eclipse of May 15-16, 2022 was a very pleasant surprise for
me. NE Ohio had a string of clear nights prior to the Eclipse and in the afternoon
of May 15 the clouds started to move in setting in a refrain frustration and
expectations of another blown opportunity to experience a celestial wonder. But
as the Moon reached 12+ degrees up in the eastern sky it was huge albeit muted by thin clouds. By 10 PM, the
curse broke, and the clouds thinned to reveal its features: the Seas of Tranquility, Fecundity, and Crises, and
the splash of Copernicus, the crater.
The first dozen images I took were with a 150 mm lens mounted on a Panasonic G7 Micro 4/3. The images
were less than fine. I decided to switch to my old Meade 826c (vintage 1986). This switch cost me time during
the penumbral phase.
However, within minutes I had the old scope, (recently modified for astrophotography), mounted on the Sky
Watcher EQ6 R Pro, coupled with a Panasonic G7 in a prime focus set up; focused, white balance adjusted to
night viewing, set ISO at 200 (the glare from Moon, enhanced by thin clouds, required low ISO). I took the
first image (1 sec exposure) at 10:44 PM. The last at 1:40 AM as the clouds started to thicken giving the Moon
a Venus look with a smooth pastel rosy hue.
As the Moon slipped into the Earth’s Umbra, its glare gradually dimmed, then temporarily disappeared
(clouds?) only to emerge minutes later, veiled by a reddish rust that lasted until 12:15 AM when the maximum
Umbra began to give way. The next hour the clouds thickened enough for me to give up imaging and just
enjoy the ending of a fabulous eclipse as the Moon peaked intermittently to the approval of the howling
coyotes. [Editor’s Note: Additional images by Gus on the following page.]

Image on the left: taken May 15, 2022, 11:06 PM, 1 sec, ISO 200
Image on the right: taken May 16, 2022, 12:04 AM, 1.3 sec, ISO 1600
Prime Focus. Panasonic G7 with 8”, F 6, Newtonian Meade 826c
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Observer’s Log #3 Lunar Eclipse on May 15th ~ 16th (cont)
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Observer’s Log #4
Tony Mallama
Sunspots & Conjunctions
Sent April 25th, 2022
The northern hemisphere of the
solar disk was peppered with large
sunspots in late April. These Earthsized ‘active regions’ were a
concern because they can eject high
energy particles toward our planet. Earlier this year a solar
storm heated the Earth’s upper atmosphere and caused
several dozen communications satellites to fall out of orbit.
This picture (right) was taken on April 24th through my 5inch Maksutov telescope, using a Nikon CoolPix 995
camera and eyepiece projection. Transparency was good;
seeing was fair to poor."

Venus - Jupiter Conjunction
Sent May 1st, 2022
This picture of the Venus-Jupiter conjunction
(left) is based on a pencil sketch made at the
eyepiece. I observed during daylight on April
30th when the two planets were near their
minimum separation. Venus was a spectacularly
bright white disk about two-thirds full. The
ellipse of Jupiter was much more pale but still
conspicuous against the blue sky.
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Observer’s Log #5
Rob Beers
IC 434, Horsehead Nebula
Sent May 24th, 2022
IC 434 is a bright emission nebula in the constellation Orion. It was
discovered on February 1, 1786 by William Herschel. The Horsehead
Nebula is a dark nebula silhouetted against it. The below images were taken
over several nights in February 2022 using a Redcat 51 scope with an
ASI1600MM camera. Forty-eight HA 5-minute subs and twenty-nine SII
10-minutes subs were taken using Svbony 7nm filters for a total of 8.8 hours
SII images were combined and used in the green channel. SII
was used in the red channel and HA was used in the green
channel. The image was taken by Rob Beers.
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Observer’s Log #5 (cont)
Rob Beers
NGC 3718
Sent May 25th, 2022
NGC 3718 is a galaxy located approximately 52 million light years from Earth in the constellation Ursa Major. Camera:ASI294MC, Scope:TPO RC6 f/9 1370mm fl Using a 2X powermate to increase to f/18 and a
fl=2740mm. Total of 40 x 5 minute subs for a total of 3.33 hours.
Flats and Darks were used with a trial version of Pixinsight to process the image. The images were all taken
on the night of 23 May 2022.
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Observer’s Log #5 (cont)
Rob Beers
M104, the Sombrero Galaxy
Sent May 26th, 2022
About 29.35 million light years from earth. Camera: ASI294MC, Scope: TPO RC6 f/9 1370mm
focal length Using a 2X powermate to increase to
f/18 and a fl=2740mm. Total of 77 x 5 minute
subs for a total of 6.4 hours. Darks were used
with a trial version of Pixinsight to process the
image. The images were taken over several days
in April and May 2022.
I'm currently learning to use a one-shot color
cmos camera (ASI294MC). I'm finding it very
difficult to learn how to process the images. I
have tried all the older stuff (Maxim, ccd stack
and deep sky stacker). There is so much info on
Pixinsight that I decided to try the 45 day full
trial version. I found that it is divided into many
separate modules and each module requires
many settings. I'm reading and watching youtube videos and taking notes but still have a long
way to go. Can't seem to get flats to work yet but
it might be my scope.
There is info on the RC (China made) scopes
having a design issue with a short center tube
that causes light to bypass the mirrors to the
camera chip and cause issues with flats.
Learning Pixinsight is slow but from what I'm
reading you can use scripts and custom setting
that will help automate the processes. It sure
would be nice to have a custom script for each
scope/camera setup that could speed up image
processing.
So far, image processing is my least favorite part
of astronomy.
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Observer’s Log #5 (cont)
Rob Beers
Type 1A Supernova 2022hrs
Sent May 26th, 2022
NGC4647 Spiral galaxy with type 1a Supernova(sn2022hrs) and its neighbor Elliptical Galaxy M60, The Supernova was shining at Magnitude 12.5, NGC 4647 is estimated to be around 63 million light-years away in
the constellation of Virgo.
Every once in a while a supernova goes off in other galaxies and can be visible across our universe. This supernova happened 63 million years ago and its light is just now getting to earth. A Type Ia supernova is a type of
supernova that occurs in binary systems (two stars orbiting one another) in which one of the stars is a white
dwarf. The other star can be anything from a giant star to an even smaller white dwarf. The type Ia category of
supernova produces a fairly consistent peak luminosity because of this fixed critical mass at which a white
dwarf will explode. Their consistent peak luminosity allows these explosions to be used as standard candles to
measure the distance to their host galaxies: the visual magnitude of a type Ia supernova, as observed from
Earth, indicates its distance from Earth.
This image was taken on 7 May 2022 through an RC6 scope at f/18 using an ASI294MC camera. (9-5 minute
subs were combined).

Supernova 2022hrs in NGC4647 Spiral Galaxy and M60 Elliptical Galaxy
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Notes & News
● A Poem by George Gliba on Earth Day, April 22nd:
Earth Day Morning
Moving with the Sun
Together in Space
Towards the Place
Among the Stars
Where Meteors Come
Starry Skies,
4817 Gliba

Related……
● From George Gliba on April 26th:
Headline: “All of the bases in DNA and RNA found in Meteorite” from Science News
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/all-of-the-bases-in-dna-and-rna-have-now-been-found-inmeteorites?fbclid=IwAR0rlcWRCNRExB0XHWpkTesStItVeb97IA6YocWCXuWDWu3JQV1NWcfVlC4

● From George Gliba on April 29th:
A new analysis method has revealed DNA building blocks in meteorites, suggesting that these prebiotic
molecules might have formed during the solar system’s earliest years.
https://skyandtelescope.org/astronomy-news/scientists-wonder-is-the-origin-of-life-extraterrestrial/
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Notes & News (cont)
● From Tony Mallama on May 26th:
SpaceX has discontinued the use of sun shades on their VisorSat satellites. The visors were introduced in
2020 to reduce the brightness of these spacecraft for the benefit of astronomers. The sun shades produced
an average dimming of about 1.3 magnitudes. The company has made compensating changes to the
spacecraft which are intended to make them fainter. I have compared the observed magnitudes of the
newest Starlink satellites with those of the VisorSats and found that these newest spacecraft average 0.5
magnitudes brighter. So, the compensating changes do not quite make up for removal of the sun shades.
There is a news article in Nature that mentions this result:
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-01420-9
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Amateur Astronomy Science - Data Mining
Tony Mallama
In the last issue of the Valley Skywatcher I described how amateurs can perform useful
astronomical research by making visual and photographic observations themselves.
Another way to help advance the science that we love is by mining observations that
have already been obtained in other ways. In this context ‘mining’ means to examine
archival observations with a goal of making new findings.
An easy way to perform amateur data mining is by participating in a research program
already designed for volunteers. This activity is often called citizen science and
Zooniverse, https://www.zooniverse.org/, offers many such activities which they
describe as ‘people powered research’. Often the work involves looking at pictures and classifying or
measuring a particular phenomenon. Zooniverse has more than a dozen space and astronomy projects open
for voluntary participation.
An example of a current Zooniverse astronomy project is Planet Four where participants help characterize
the surface and weather at the south pole of Mars. To quote from their web site “We need your help to find
and mark ‘fans’ and ‘blotches’ on the Martian surface. Scientists believe that these features indicate wind
direction and speed. By tracking ‘fans’ and ‘blotches’ over the course of several Martian years to see how
they form, evolve, disappear and reform, we can help planetary scientists better understand Mars’ climate.
We also hope to find out if these features form in the same spot each year and also learn how they change.”
Left: This sample image from the Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter shows the ‘fans’ and
‘blotches’ that are being studied in the
Zooniverse Planet Four program.

More ambitious amateur researchers can
design their own independent study
projects. Data from spacecraft is abundant
and readily available for mining. For
example, Hubble Space Telescope
observations are accessible from the
MAST archive, https://archive.stsci.edu/.
I’ve used this data for research on
numerous occasions. Data from the James Webb Space Telescope will also be stored at MAST.
The data archive specializing in observations of the planets
is the Geosciences Node of NASA’s Planetary Data System,
https://pds-geosciences.wustl.edu/. I used topographic data
from the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) to identify
and measure features called domes which are low elevation
swelling on the Moon’s surface. In order to better visualize
the numerical data from the archive I wrote an app to
transform it into a format for input to a 3-D contour plotting
program.

Right: The author’s 3D contour plot shows a double lunar dome.
Each dome appears to have a central pit at its summit. The vertical
scale is exaggerated relative to the horizontal scales in order to
accentuate topographic relief.
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Amateur Astronomy Science - Data Mining
Tony Mallama
While most data mining has a specific science goal in mind there is always the possibility of an unexpected
surprise. The active volcanism of Jupiter’s satellite Io was discovered in just such a way after the flyby of the
Voyager 1 spacecraft. When navigation engineer Linda Morabito happened to spot volcanic plumes
emanating from Io’s surface the news quickly spread around the world.
While browsing LRO topographic maps I came across an unexpected feature that I call the Lunar Smiley
Face which is shown in the last figure of this article. There is no scientific importance to this remarkable
landform as far as I know, but it does show that data mining can be fun as well as useful.

The Lunar Smiley Face
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Why OTAA?
Dan Rothstein
A number of our members have wondered what the OTAA is. One can’t
discuss the history of amateur astronomy in northeast Ohio without
recognizing the contributions of the OTAA. OTAA is the Ohio Turnpike
Astronomers Association. The original idea for the OTAA came in 1956
from George Diedrich, longtime president of the Black River Astronomical
Society, active in and one-time President of AAVSO in the 50’s. He
worked for NASA at Plum Brook for many years. His picture is shown
below. George believed in the benefits of what is called networking today.

George Diedrich pictured with Diane Lucas. Per Tony Mallama, Diane was an expert optician. She
contributed to the book "Telescope Optics: A Comprehensive Manual for Amateur Astronomers".
There is a picture of her on this Stellafane site: https://stellafane.org/convention/historic/photos2.html.

The organization was intended to open communication between the local astronomy clubs,
primarily by coordinating and disseminating the dates that the member clubs chose for their
conventions to avoid conflicts, and to promote activities in astronomy and related sciences.
George approached the officers of four nearby clubs: BRAS, MVAS, CAA, and ACA, asking
them to join the organization. The initial efforts in the late 50’s failed due to low turnout,
probably due to the long distances between the clubs. No written records of these early years
exist, and all the participants are gone. (Continued on next page)
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Why OTAA? (cont)
Dan Rothstein
After the completion of the Ohio Turnpike made travel times smaller, the idea of the OTAA
had a resurgence in the mid 60’s. The only requirement for membership in OTAA was that
each member club would host an annual star-party or convention to which they would invite
anyone from any member club. There were no dues. George Diedrich coordinated all the
activities. He sent out notices of meetings to the member clubs and took photos of the events
with aid from Art Stokes. Individuals cannot be members of OTAA, only through their
membership in one of the OTAA clubs, which originally were along or close to the
Turnpike.Members eventually expanded to the entire state and other institutions. The OTAA
grew to include 13 clubs, not all located along the turnpike, as far away as the Columbus and
Pittsburg clubs. Many of the clubs didn’t last long or were absorbed into other clubs, including
at least six junior organizations, mostly high school oriented. The list included Kent
Quadrangle, Newark, Toledo, Stark County, Wilderness Society, Youngstown, Sandusky
Valley, Wayne County, Millstream Run, and the Midwest Space Development Society. Some
of these clubs still exist. Some may still exist but we have lost touch with them. In the 60’s and
70’s George had the help of other local club leaders, including Art Stokes, Diane Lucas (the
other person in the photo with George), and Ken Schneller of CAA.
Most years there were three major meetings. Mahoning Valley, being formed in 1939, had
held an annual evening convention, picnic, and star party since 1949 on a farm in Braceville
where they stored their 16 inch Cassegrain. It wasn’t until 1961 that they completed their
observatory on this property. Cuyahoga Astronomical Association, established in 1957,
organized a day long series of talks, originally at Western Reserve Academy in Hudson near
where Art Stokes lived and had his 16” (which became our 16”), moving to Hiram College in
the late 70’s, and finally to Letha House near Spencer Lake. The CAA meeting was considered
the OTAA yearly meeting, at which business was discussed. For our members, the highlight of
the summer season in the 70’s through the 90’s was attending the CAA meeting. Originally it
didn’t have a good site for a star party, but at Hiram they had the Biological Research Station
which had good skies. Since few of us could drive in those early days, we would car-pool to
CAA and MVAS, with 7-8 of our members attending. For some, another highlight of the
season was going to Apollo Rendezvous in Dayton, hosted by the Miami Valley Club. CAA
never acquired a dark site of their own, so they finally struck a deal with the Medina County
Park District in 2001 to erect an observatory at Letha House in exchange for holding public
star parties there, and allowing them to use the facilities for their yearly OTAA event. Black
River did a similar thing about 10 years ago at Nielsen Observatory, in the Carlisle
Reservation of the Lorain County Metroparks, but still holds their yearly event at a church
meeting hall in Birmingham. The Astronomy Club of Akron held a yearly day-long series of
talks at University of Akron for a few years, but didn’t have a star party along with it. Later
their observatory was built in Portage Lakes State Park. CVAS didn’t officially host an OTAA
convention until 1982, the year before Indian Hill was dedicated. Even now, CVAS is the only
OTAA club who owns the property their observatory is built on.
George Diedrich died in 1982, upon which the governance of OTAA passed to an Executive
Board for a trial period, which soon became permanent. Each OTAA club elected a member
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Why OTAA? (cont)
Dan Rothstein
for the Executive Board, and the Executive Board elected 3 Trustees who handled the day-today business. The Executive Board held a yearly meeting for the first five or ten years until the
Internet made it unnecessary. I had the privilege to be one of the original Trustees (and still
am), along with Art Stokes and Phil Hegenderfer of Akron. After Art and Phil’s deaths in the
late 90’s, their places were taken by Greg Crenshaw of Akron and Dawn Jenkins of CAA.
Dawn dropped out of the local leadership, but we have so little actual business, that she has not
been replaced. The OTAA published a quarterly newsletter called The Asteroid Belt, first
edited by Dawn Jenkins and then by Laurie Kunkle. A membership fee of $5 was instituted for
OTAA members, with most of the proceeds went to publish The Asteroid Belt.
The fast and free communication provided by the Internet made yearly meetings of the OTAA
club representatives unnecessary. We haven’t had a physical meeting for 20 years and the
Trustees rarely talk except when we meet by chance at conventions. The functions of the
OTAA are mostly superfluous today, but its purposes haven’t changed - to further the progress
of astronomy locally, and public education. Over the years each club used to choose the
Saturday closest to the new moon of their particular month for their convention, but lately,
meetings have tended to move to later in the summer season, to maximize the dark hours for
observing.
Lastly, the editorial. I have been attending OTAA events for 53 years, usually at least two each
summer. They have always been enjoyable, even if the weather has not cooperated. I have seen
attendance by our members at OTAA events other than our own slowly decline over the years.
Each year I continue to make our members aware of the OTAA conventions in the hope this
tendency may reverse. One problem was that by coincidence Lake County saw fit to schedule
the Super Star Party at Penitentiary Glen on the same night as MVAS. Even so, several of us
still went to MVAS, especially if the weather was marginal. The other two OTAA events
occurring each year are CAA and BRAS. Although they are a long drive I would still
recommend them. As a Turnpike trustee I almost feel an obligation to attend at least one. These
conventions have become like reunions of old friends for me. The amateur astronomy
community is a small group, and we make contact at the conventions. Amateurs in the other
clubs I have met over the years I meet year after year. Plus I make new friends. When we were
young the old-timers of the turnpike clubs were the leaders and experts in the region to the
younger generation. Today we are the old-timers, providing advice to the younger members.
The new technologies that we see in Sky and Tel show up at the conventions, their owners
becoming local experts. As a telescope builder, old designs or new ideas that I have never seen
show up too. The meetings aren’t day-long affairs with lots of talks as some used to be, but
they all have decent observing sites. Some have flea markets. Like ours, they all have pot-luck
suppers, with good food and door prizes. It is time we expand our presence at these other
meetings. The members of other clubs will reciprocate. I also thank the members who have
been going to OTAA meetings for years, as well as the members of other clubs who attend
ours. This sharing of knowledge among clubs is good at all levels.
Thanks to John O’Neal, Tony Mallama, Alan Heisley, the Unofficial OTAA Website, and Steve
Fishman for finding the photo.
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1982 - Indian Hill; Building Construction
Steve Fishman
At a recent winter meeting, the Valley Skywatcher editor, Chris, asked me and
Dan Rothstein if CVAS had a plan regarding the land, scope and building. I
responded that we kind of walked/lucked into what took place between 1978
and 1981 with Ian meeting Keith to get access to the hill, Art selling us the
16-inch, my fathers behind the scenes scrounging the masons to put in the
foundation, not to mention the near weekly work sessions by devoted
members. I tossed this thought to CVAS co-found Tony Mallama and he
acknowledged that we had experience with telescopes, amateur organizations,
observatories, dark sky sites and astronomical observation. So, a plan on
paper was not needed until the building construction began.
Doug Caprette took on the project to prepare the building plan. The following paragraph is from the We
Observe booklet, written by CVAS co-founder Dr. Anthony Mallama in 1988, where Doug describes how the
building plan was prepared. Doug mentions Norm Oberle’s observatory in North Ridgeville. Norm’s 25 inch
telescope is now housed at The Geauga Park District Observatory Park.
“At this point, we were ready to carry out construction of the building from designs we had prepared. My
grandfather's business associate, George Englehart, helped with the plans. The club had decided from the
start to make a roll-off roof observatory, and I spent two evenings working with George Englehart on the
details. I drew up the actual plans (below, left) from sketches we did together. I stayed up all night for two
nights drawing the detailed plans. Around this time, I visited Norm Oberle's observatory, which was of a
similar construction, having the roll-off roof sliding over another room. It helped to see an actual finished
building of this design that had worked out successfully.”
But, before starting on the building, other projects were in
the works. Additional wood cutting and hauling out of the
backwoods was done in early 1982. $15 was approved to
put in a culvert somewhere in the parking lot. The March
Secretary minutes shows that Ian Cooper gave the club 5
gallons of tar in exchange for $4 of dues. As the weather
improved, CVAS members spent several weekends
installing drain tile around the perimeter of the foundation
and put in the 4th and final tier of foundation block. Ian’s
tar was used to insulate the outside of the block. Several
photos are included in this issue showing those activities.
(Below and following page)

The author, Mike Sulak, Doug Caprette and
Bees gathering firewood in the backwoods.
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Steve Fishman
Left: Denny Johnson preparing
the drain tile for the perimeter of
the foundation. If I (the author)
remember correctly, Denny’s
brother was a plumber so we had
some experience with doing it
right. Denny is coating the
inside of the pipe with purple
liquid.
(Editor’s Note: Probably Purple
CPVC and PVC Primer for use
with PVC Cement or similar
product.)

Doug Caprette and Dan
Rothstein (Right) and Sam
Bennici (Below Right) putting in
the fourth tier of foundation
block.

Above: Examining the completed foundation is Ken Hubai, George
Gliba, Chris and Doug Caprette, and Dan Rothstein.

The April minutes show that Doug shopped around for wood and trusses for the building, estimating an
$1,800 cost. By August, we received a $1,550 bid from 84 lumber to have all the material delivered to the
hill. Also in August, we paid $60 to Harold Adams, the same neighbor who dug the foundation in 1981, to
complete landscaping on the hill.
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Finally, we were ready to construct the building and the weekend of September 11 was selected. Early
Saturday morning, around a dozen CVAS members showed up to get started. I recall that weekend was a bit
warm for September. A check of the weather records shows it was in the mid-80s along with somewhat
humid conditions. Doug said it best, so below are additional memories from We Observe about the
construction:
"Ian's carpenter friend, Bernie Brenza , came out the day we put up the frame walls. He showed us how to
put the stud walls together on the ground. We finished them and lifted them into place. The long wall
with no doorways was so heavy that it took all 12 of the people working on the Hill that day to lift it into
place, and we just barely got it up. That first day, we had all the walls up, and it gave us a great sense of
accomplishment. That was a Saturday, on the next day we built the roof of the warm-up room, and then
we all got up on the roof to have our meeting.”
Left: Ed Winslow,
Denny Jefferson,
Doug Caprette,
Kevin Funk, Ian
Cooper, and the
author constructing
the south wall.

Above: Bob Petti, the author, Dan Rehner, Ian Cooper,
Kevin Funk, Doug Caprette putting the south wall in
place while Ed Winslow watches.

Above: The author, Ian Cooper, Ed
Winslow and Ear; Paulin getting
ready to construct a wall.

Left: Bernie cutting out the frame for
the first of two doors wile the author,
Ed Winslow, Denny Jefferson and Ian
Cooper watch.

Below: Bernie Brenza, Ian’s
carpenter friend.

Below: Ian Cooper hammering on top
of the east side wall.

Left: Dan
Rothstein taking
Gatorade break
in the shade.
Dan Rehner and
Ian Cooper
taking a smoke
break in the
background.

Right: Celebrating end of the first day construction; all walls up.
Standing in the back are the author, Ian Cooper, Bob Petti;
kneeling are Bernie Brenza, Ed Winslow, and Dan Rothstein. In
the front are Doug Caprette, Dan Rehner and Danny Jefferson.
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Above left: Starting on the roof is Dan Rothstein, Doug Caprette, Ian Cooer, and Chris Caprette.
Above right: Working on the roof is the author, Ed Winslow and Sam Bennici.

Continuing from Doug’s narrative in We Observe:
"The next week-end, we put up the rails which were angle-iron welded to steel plates. We left the lag bolts
for the rails loose until we had a chassis built for the roll-off roof. Then we rolled the chassis on and off
once to align the rails and then tightened the lag bolts.”
"Building the roll-off roof took a couple of weekends because the hips were complicated by lots of odd
angles. My sketches of that part were crude, and in fact what we built was not exactly what our plans
showed. The second hip was different than the first because we learned from building the first.”
Left: Ed Winslow
cutting lumber for the
roll-off.
Right: Ed Winslow
watches construction
of another roll-off by
the author, Skip
Westphal, and Doug
Caprette.

Below left: Roll-off install completed; looking south.

Below right: Roll-off install completed; looking east.
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Continuing from Doug’s narrative in We Observe:
"Ed Winslow had been working with us throughout all the carpentry. He had carpentry experience.
(Bernie was only with us the first day because he had other paying jobs, and I can't fault him for that.)
Without Ed we would have probably never have gotten the rest of the building finished. He knew the
right way to do everything, including roofing and flashing. We owe a lot to Ed. The building is a lot
sounder than it would have been without him. We finished the floors during the winter.”
As winter approached, the December meeting minutes noted that Ian Cooper and Bob Petti finished the roll
roof covering and some gutter installations. A few more work sessions were scheduled starting on December
12 and a couple more Sundays for other unspecified work. And, the good news is our treasury ended the year
with $609.66 in the bank.
Enjoy the photos from our work sessions as we celebrate the 40th year anniversary of our 16-inch building.

Above left: Dan Rotstein and Doug Caprette adding felt to the building before the railing was installed.
Above right: Dave Caprette and Doug Winslow.
Below left: Ed Winslow and Doug Caprette constructing the door to the warm-up room at Doug’s house.
Below right: The author, Bob Petti, and Doug Caprette painting the building.
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Biblical Cosmology: Past, Present and Future (Part 1)
Sam Bennici
As an amateur astronomer, cosmology has always been an interest of mine. I
suspect this is true for many of you as well. As a Christian, Bible study has also been
an important part of my life. This I would guess is of less interest to most of you.
Never-the-less, if God exist as I believe, and if the Bible is the Word of God as I
believe, then it too should be considered relevant to one's view of cosmology. To
reject it before having studied it is neither profitable, wise or even scientific. For
what scientist rejects information or data simply because he doesn't like or agree with
it's possible outcome. Good science considers all the facts and then makes a
conclusion from them.
This paper is a attempt to educate the reader as to what the Bible teaches with
respect to cosmology. In Part 1 we will study Biblical cosmology with regards to the
past, in other words how the heavens and the earth came to be. Part 2 will deal with
Biblical cosmology of the present and the future. For those who do not own a Bible, below are the words of
the Bible as found in the book of Genesis, starting at Chapter 1, verse 1 and ending at Chapter 2, verse 3
(commonly written as Genesis 1:1-2:3).
Chapter 1
1. "In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.
2. And the earth was formless and void, and darkness was over the surface of the deep; and the Spirit of
God was moving over the surface of the waters.
3. Then God said, "Let there be light"; and there was light.
4. And God saw that the light was good; and God separated the light from the darkness.
5. And God called the light day, and the darkness He called night. And there was evening and there was
morning, one day.
6. Then God said, "Let there be an expanse in the midst of the waters, and let it separate the waters from
the waters."
7. And God made the expanse, and separated the waters which were below the expanse from the waters
which were above the expanse; and it was so.
8. And God called the expanse heaven. And there was evening and there was morning, a second day.
9. Then God said, "Let the waters below the heavens be gathered into one place, and let the dry land
appear"; and it was so.
10. And God called the dry land earth, and the gathering of the waters He called seas; and God saw that it
was good.
11. Then God said, "Let the earth sprout vegetation, plants yielding seed, and fruit trees bearing fruit after
their kind, with seed in them, on the earth"; and it was so.
12. And the earth brought forth vegetation, plants yielding seed after their kind, and trees bearing fruit,
with seed in them, after their kind; and God saw that it was good.
13. And there was evening and there was morning, a third day.
14. Then God said, "Let there be lights in the expanse of the heavens to separate the day from the night,
and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days and years;
15. and let them be for lights in the expanse of the heavens to give light on the earth"; and it was so.
16. And God made the two great lights, the greater light to govern the day, and the lesser light to govern
the night; He made the stars also.
17. And God placed them in the expanse of the heavens to give light on the earth,
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18. and to govern the day and the night, and to separate the light from the darkness; and God saw that it was
good.
19. And there was evening and there was morning, a fourth day.
20. Then God said, "Let the waters teem with swarms of living creatures, and let birds fly above the earthin
the open expanse of the heavens."
21. And God created the great sea monsters, and every living creature that moves, with which the waters
swarmed after their kind, and every winged bird after its kind; and God saw that it was good.
22. And God blessed them; saying, "Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas, and let birds
multiply on the earth."
23. And there was evening and there was morning, a fifth day.
24. Then God said, "Let the earth bring forth living creatures after their kind; cattle and creeping things and
beasts of the earth after their kind"; and it was so.
25. And God made the beasts of the earth after their kind, and the cattleafter their kind, and everything that
creeps on the ground after its kind; and God saw that it was good.
26. Then God said, "Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness and let them rule over the
fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over the cattle and over all the earth, and over every
creeping thing that creeps on the earth."
27. And God created man in His own image, in the image of God He created him; male and female He
created them.
28. And God blessed them; and God said to them, "Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue
it;and rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky, and over every living thing that moves
on the earth."
29. Then God said, "Behold, I have given you every plant yielding seed that is on the surface of all the
earth, and every tree which has fruit yielding seed; it shall be food for you;
30. and to every beast of the earth and to every bird of the sky and to every thing that moves on the earth
which has life, I have given every green plant for food"; and it was so.
31. And God saw all that He had made, and behold, it was very good. And there was evening and there was
morning, the sixth day.
Chapter 2
1. Thus the heavens and the earth were completed, and all their hosts.
2. And by the seventh day God completed His work which He had done; and He rested on the seventhday
from all His work which He had done.
3. Then God blessed the seventh day and sanctified it, because in it He rested from all His work which God
had created and made."
(New American Standard Bible aka NASB)
Lets first consider the title to this book, "Genesis". It is the first of 66 "books" that make up the one book
referred to as the "Bible". Genesis means "origin", which is fitting for our topic at hand. Its authorship has
been traditionally ascribed to Moses (as in the movie "The Ten Commandments") who also wrote the four
books of the Bible that immediately follow Genesis. This would have been done some time between 1445 and
1405 B.C.
Genesis starts out with a short, but not so simple sentence; "In the begining God created the heavens and the
earth" (v.1:1). In this short sentence we find the origins of time ("In the beginning"), space ("the heavens") and
matter ("the earth"). No attempt is made to explain God's origin, rather the reader is expected to understand that
He both pre-dates time, space and matter and as their Maker, He is greater than them.
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Various views have been presented as to the proper understanding of this verse, but the one with the most
support understands it as describing the moment when God created the universe out of nothing. Elsewhere in
the Bible it says; "By faith we understand that the universe was formed at God's command, so that what is seen
was not made out of what was visible" (New International Version). This is commonly referred to as creation
"ex nihilo" meaning "out of nothing."
The word "heavens" as found in verse 1 has been understood by Bible scholars to have two possible
meanings. Some see it as a reference to the sky or what we would think of as our atmosphere, ("The Moody
Bible Commentary", p.35) this is how it is being used in verse 1:8. In fact some English translations replace
the word "heavens" with the word "sky" in verse 1:8. However, as mentioned above, most see it as referring to
what we would think of as "space" as in the universe. The phrase "the heavens and the earth" is known as a
"merism" and thus is an expression of totality. Here it's a reference to "all things" ("Expositor's Bible
Commentary", p.23) We will talk more about this word "heavens" and it's use in Scripture as we continue.
In verse 1:2 there are several important points that we need to cover as they will shape our understanding of
the rest of the chapter. The first is that there is no mention of the "heavens" as in verse 1, only the earth is
mentioned. This suggest two things, the first being that the focus of our attention is on the earth. Genesis
chapter 1 is primarily about the period in time when God changed the earth from a point of being formless,
void and dark to being hospitable for life. The heavens are mentioned in the account but the primary focus is
not on how the heavens were created but rather on how the heavens affect the life on earth which God creates.
Thus, when we read in verse 2:1 that "the heavens and the earth were completed, and all their hosts", we should
understand that as meaning that they were completed to the extent in which they influence life on earth. This
will become more clear when we get to day 4 of the creation account.
The absence of the word "heavens" in verse 2 suggest yet a second thing, that being the possibility that the
heavens at this point were not "formless and void", as the earth is described as being. This will become
important when we get to day 4 because some see day 4 as the point in time when God created the sun, moon
and stars, and thus assume that the heavens were also void up until that time. But if the word "heavens" in
verse 2 was intentionally left out it might have been because the heavens at this point already contained the
sun, moon and stars and thus were not void.
The second half of verse 1:2 says that "the Spirit of God was moving over the surface of the waters". Why
is it important for us to know that? Elsewhere in the Bible we read the following;
"But know this first of all, that no prophecy of Scripture is a matter of one's own interpretation, for no
prophecy was every made by an act of human will, but men moved by the Holy Spirit spoke from God."
( 2 Peter 1:20 & 21, NASB)
This tells us that the Spirit of God was responsible for giving us the Scriptures (ie: the Bible). It is not a
haphazard collection of 66 books written by about 40 different people over a period of some 1500 years.
Rather, the Spirit of God spoke through these individuals to give us God's word, such that God Himself is the
actual Author. This is why you could read the Bible from beginning to end and yet it all fits together like a
single story written by one author. But who was around during the time of creation to give an account of it?
Only God was around, so here in verse two we are told that the Spirit of God was there and we are told from
what perspective He is going to describe things for us. It is not from the perspective of say a astronaut circling
above the earth looking down upon it's surface, but rather from a perspective which we all could relate to, from
the surface of the earth, or should I say what will soon become it's surface. Doctor Kenneth A. Matthews
writes the following with respect to this topic;
"The six days of creation (vv. 3-31) are told from the perspective of one who is standing on the earth's
surface observing the universe with the naked eye. The account is geocentric in its telling."
("The New American Commentary", p.144)
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First Day: Light
Verses 1:3-5 describe what God did on day one of the creation account. Many Bible scholars would
include the events of the first two verses as being part of day one. This would mean that on day one God
created the heavens, the earth with the water covering the earth and "light". However, verse 3 starts out with
the three words, "Then God said..." which is how each of the other days of creation start out except for day 7
(vv. 1:3, 6, 9, 14, 20 & 24). For this reason other scholars feel that day one should begin with verse 1:3, with
verses 1 and 2 describing how things were prior to day one. This is important because if correct we have to ask
ourselves, "How much time went by between when God created the heavens and the earth and when day one
began?" Thus leaving the door open for a possible time gap here. In his commentary on Genesis, Dr. John H.
Sailhamer writes the following;
"First, the grammatical construction of Gen. 1 allows potentially for two "first days" at the beginning of
the chapter. The day that begins in v.3...and the day that begins in v.1. In his conception of the
narrative of chapter 1, the author may not have wanted to convey the idea that the day that begins in v.3
was actually "the first day." "
("The Expositor's Bible Commentary", Vol. 2, p.28)
This will become important when we look at two different views as to the Biblical creation account and our
topic at hand, cosmology.
Verse 3 tells us that what God did on day one was to create "light". Prior to this the earth had been in a
period of darkness (v.1:2). No attempt is made to explain the source of this light. Generally two views have
been presented. The first would suggest that God Himself is the source of the light. This view receives its
support from two other verses in the Bible, Revelation 21:23 and 22:5. The book of Revelation speaks largely
of future events, one of which being that God will someday create a new heaven and earth, a topic which we
will look at when we get to Biblical cosmology of the future. The city of Jerusalem is of major importance
throughout the Bible so that in the new heavens and earth God will create a new Jerusalem as well. Revelation
21:23 states the following about that city:
"And the city has no need of the sun or of the moon to shine upon it, for the glory of God has illumined
it, and its lamp is the Lamb." (NASB)
The Lamb is a reference to the Lord Jesus Christ. Revelation 22:5 adds to this theme;
"And there shall no longer be any night; and they shall not have need of the light of a lamp nor the light
of the sun, because the Lord God shall illumine them; and they shall reign forever and ever." (NASB)
From these verses some scholars assume that the light of day one of creation was of the same source, God
Himself. However, there are two problems with this view. The first is that these verses are speaking about the
city, the new Jerusalem, not the entire earth. Secondly, to attribute the light of Genesis 1:3-5 to God Himself is
to apply a supernatural source to the light in a chapter that is trying very hard to explain what we would
typically think of as nature. It seems more within the context of the chapter to apply the source of this light to
the sun, which is what we find in nature. Let me quote once again from Dr. John H. Sailhamer:
"Verse 3 has often been taken to mean that God created light before He had created the sun, since here He said,
"Let there be light," but not until v.16 does the narrative speak of God making the sun. It should be noted,
however, that the sun, moon, and stars are all to be included in the usual meaning of the phrase "heavens and
the earth" and thus according to the present account these celestial bodies were all created in v.1. Verse 3 then
does not describe the creation of the sun but the appearance of the sun through the darkness, much the way the
sunrise is described in 44:3; Exodus 10:23; and Nehemiah 8:3, where the Hebrew word 'or’ refers to the light
of the sun." ("The Expositor's Bible Commentary", p. 26)
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One last point of contention before moving on has to do with the length of each of these 6 days of creation.
Were they what we would normally think of as a typical 24 hour time period or were they a longer, undefined
period of time as some teach. The reason why some believe that they could be longer is the way that the Bible
can sometimes use the word "day." For example, Genesis 2:4 states the following;
"This is the account of the heavens and the earth when they were created, in the day that the Lord God
made earth and heaven."
In this verse the word "day" is obviously not referring to a 24 hour period. However, take a look at verses
1:5, 8, 13, 19, 23 & 31, Each one makes reference to the "evening" and the "morning." The evening being the
beginning of darkness and the morning being the beginning of light. Or put another way, the evening being
the ending of light and the morning being the ending of darkness. In either case its referring to what we
typically view as the normal cycle within a 24 hour period. Therefore, the better way to view these 6 days is to
understand them as being normal 24 hour time periods. The Moody Bible Commentary makes the following
comment;
"When considering the "days" of creation in a manner consistent with these principles, the inevitable
conclusion is that these days are to be understood as "24-hour" days. While acknowledging that the term
"day" (yom) may signify an indeterminate period of time, such as in the expression "day of the Lord," or in Gn
2:4; where yom does indeed appear as a period of time (in that case, the six days of creation are called a "day"),
it seems likely that yom in Gn 1 refers to a 24-hour day..."
(MBC, p. 29)
Second and Third Day: expanse, dry land and vegetation
With respect to the second and third days of creation there is very little debate among scholars. Almost all
see day two as when God made the sky or what we would typically think of as the atmosphere.
This was followed on day 3 with dry land appearing and then the "earth" or land (v.10) sprouting
vegetation(v.11). With respect to the second day there are two words which we need to pay attention to, the
word "expanse" and the word "heaven" (vv. 1:6-8). These two words will become important when we get to
day four. In verse 7 we read that in order for God to create the "expanse" He separated "the waters which were
below the expanse from the waters which were above the expanse." The waters below refer to the surface
waters of the earth as mentioned in verse 2 while the waters above refer to the "atmospheric waters or clouds"
("The New American Commentary, Dr. Kenneth A. Mathews, p. 150). Now notice in verse 8 that God called
the expanse "heaven". This is the same word that is also found in verses 1:1, 9, 14, 15, 17, 20, &21. In the
original Hebrew language that the book of Genesis was written, it is the word samayim, being found in
Scripture 416 times. In his excellant commentary on Genesis, Dr. James Montgomery Boice writes;
"In Scripture the word "heaven" is used to refer to three different spheres. The first heaven is what we
call the sky or atmosphere. It is where the birds fly. The second is what we would call space. It is
where the created universe has been situated. The third heaven envelops everything and yet is more
than all we can possibly see or know. It is the abode of God Himself and is beyond our full
understanding."
("Genesis An Expositional Commentary", Vol. 1, p.125)
What determines which one of these three "heavens" is meant is context. Here in Genesis chapter one the
third heaven, the abode of God, is obviously not being referred to. So that leaves us with either the first
heaven as in the atmosphere or the second heaven as in the universe. Determing which of these two is meant
in verses 1, 14, 15 and 17 is very important to our interest at hand, cosmology. The meaning of these verses
completely changes depending upon which of the two the author originally intended. Fortunately, the author
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has given us help here. In verse 7 the expanse is understood to be the sky or atmosphere, in verse 8 it says;
"And God called the expanse heaven", linking these two words together. Now look at verses 14, 15, 17 and
20. In these verses we find the phrase "expanse of the heavens." Might the author have put them together to
indicate which "heaven" he is referring to? It would seem then that this phrase is referring to the first heaven,
or in other words what we think of as the sky or atmosphere. If this is correct then when we get to day 4 this
will become important as to how we determine what is meant by the "lights in the expanse of the heavens" (vv.
14 & 15).
One last point before moving on, in verse 9 we find the phrase "the waters below the heavens." The waters
obviously refer to those mentioned in verse 2 and the waters "below the expanse" as found in verse 7. These
waters of course would refer to the seas or oceans. You would think that the author would want to say "Let the
waters below the expanse of the heavens" meaning the waters below the sky, but he doesn't. Why not? When
we looked at verse 2 the comment was made that Genesis chapter one is written from the perspective of man on
the earth's surface, not from that of a astronaut looking down upon the earth. Therefore, from this perspective,
the waters are below both the sky and outer space. Thus the individual word "heavens" without the use of the
word "expanse" was used. In verse 20 the phrase "expanse of the heavens" is found to indicate that the birds do
fly in the sky and in fact the words "above the earth" are added for clarity.
Day Four: luminaries
We now come to day four which is especially important with respect to our primary topic, cosmology.
Generally, scholars have taken two different view points. The first being that day 4 describes the creation of
the sun, moon and stars. In the second view, it is the "light" of the sun, moon and stars that becomes visible as
seen from the earth's surface. Even though they are not named directly, its obvious from the text that the
"greater light" that governs the day is speaking of the sun while the "lesser light" that governs the night refers to
the moon (v.16). Thus its natural to assume that where verse 16 says; "And God made the two great lights" and
followed by "He made the stars also" that day 4 is when the sun, moon and stars were created. As simple and
neat as that may sound it may not be correct. There are six reasons why the second view, that being that it is
the light from these objects that’s being referred to here and not the objects themselves, may be the correct
interpretation.
1) Note that verse 14 says; "Let there be lights...", there's a difference between the objects that emit the
light and the light itself. When I was in the appliance repair business many time the home owner would
let me in and direct me down the steps into their dark basement. Most of the time I could find the light
switch but sometimes I had to yell upstairs to the customer and ask them how to turn on the lights. I
wasn't asking them to make the lights but just to get them turned on. I needed light. In the same way
thats what may be meant here. The author could have used the Hebrew words for the sun (semes) and
moon (yareah, lebana) but instead avoided them. Why? The most common explaination given has
been that this was done in order to show that the "sun and moon are not cosmic deities worthy of
reverence" ("The New American Commentary", Dr. Kenneth A. Mathews, p.154). The book of Genesis
was written within 40 years after the people of Israel had left Egypt. While in Egypt they would have
been influenced by the pagan practice of worshiping the god of the sun (Ra) and the god of the moon
(Thoth). They needed to learn to worship the Creator rather than the creation. But maybe there's a
second reason why the sun and moon are not mentioned. Could it be that the actual sun and moon are
not meant here but rather the light that they emit, be it actual or reflected, is in view?
2) Secondly, note the location of these lights, they are "in the expanse of the heavens" (vv. 14, 15 & 17).
We've already talked about the two words "expanse" and "heavens" when looking at day two. It was
noted that by combining them into the same phrase, Moses may have been trying to convey what we
would think of as the sky or atmosphere. This is fine when we consider where the birds fly (v. 20) but it
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will not do for the location of the sun, moon and stars. At least not for their actual physical location,
but for their visual location it makes perfect sense. Visually speaking, it doesn't matter if we're talking
about the sun, moon, stars or where the birds fly, they're all above us in the sky. To interpret day 4 as
when God made the actual sun, moon and stars and then placed them in the same location as where the
birds fly doesn't make sense. But to understand day 4 as when God made the light from the sun, moon
and stars visible from the surface of the earth makes perfect sense.
3) A third reason why day 4 may not be referring to the creation of the sun, moon and stars relates to
verses 1 and 2. Note that verse one says that "God created the heavens and the earth" and then in verse
two it says that the "earth was formless and void." Why doesn't it say that both the heavens and earth
were formless and void? You would think it would say that if the sun, moon and stars had not been
created yet. By leaving out the "heavens" in verse two is the author suggesting that the heavens were
not formless and void, but possible were already occupied by the sun, moon and stars?
4) Now lets look at what the purpose of these heavenly objects are said to be. Note that it's all about the
light. It's the light that separates the day from the night (vv. 4, 5, 14, 16 & 18) and the light from the
sun, moon and stars that serves as signs, allowing us to govern our time into seasons, days and years
(v.14). It's all about they're ability to "give light on the earth" (vv. 15 & 17). The emphasis is on the
visual. However, if the emphasis was on the making of these objects, you would think that if nothing
else, something would also be said about the sun's roll in warming the earth. The sun's roll in keeping
the earth's temperture just right to sustain life is so obvious that even a young child learns this very
quickly on a hot summer day. Yet nothing is said about this. So again, the emphasis is on the light
these objects emit and how that light serves to benefit us from a visual perspective.
5) Yet another reason why day 4 may actually be speaking of when the light of the sun, moon and stars
became visible has to do with the Englilsh translation of verses 1:14 and 16 from the original Hebrew.
Writing about how verse 14 is commonly translated into English, Dr. John H. Sailhamer says the
following;
"When the syntax of v.14 is compared to that of the creation of the expanse in v.6, the two verses
have a quite different sense. The syntax of v.6 suggests that when God said, "Let there be an
expanse," he was, in fact, creating an expanse where there was none previously ("creation out of
nothing"). So clearly the author intended to say that God created the expanse on the first day. In
v.14, however, the syntax is different, though the translations are often similar in English. In v.14
God does not say, "Let there be lights...to separate," as if there were no lights before this command
and afterward the lights were created. Rather the Hebrew text reads, "And God said, 'Let the lights
in the expanse of the sky separate.' " In other words, unlike the syntax of v.6, in v.14 God's
command assumes that the lights were already in the expanse and that in response to his command
they were given a purpose, "to separate the day from the night" and "to mark seasons and days and
years." ("The Expositor's Bible Commentary", Vol. 2, p. 34)
6) In his book, "Encyclopedia of Bible Difficulties", Dr. Gleason L. Archer writes the following
concerning verse 16:
"The Hebrew verb wayya'as in v.16 should better be rendered "Now [God] had made the two great
luminaries, etc.," rather than as simple past tense, "[God] made." (Hebrew has no special form for
the pluperfect tense but uses the perfect tense, or the conversive imperfect as here, to express either
the English past or the English pluperfect, depending on the context.)" (pages 61 & 62)
Both cases further strengthen the teaching that on day 4 God did not make the sun, moon and stars but rather
they had already been made, most likely when He created the heavens as mentioned in verse one.
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Days Five and Six: birds, fishes,animals and man
Days 5 & 6 are very important for during them God brought forth "life" (v.30). However, since they do
not concern us with respect to our primary topic, Biblical cosmology, we will not go into detail about them.
There is one thing that we do need to cover and that has to do with the time element. How long ago did life
first appear on the earth? No actual number is given to us in Scripture, so what Bible scholars do is trace the
history back through the Bible beginning with our present day. Much as cosmologist do with the Big Bang in
coming up with an age for the universe. We know very accurately that from our current time to that of Jesus
it's been around 2,000 years. From the time of Jesus to that of the Biblical patriarch Abram it was another
2100 years or so. So these two periods total 4100 years and bring us historically up to Genesis chapter 11
verse 26 which is where we first read of Abram, the father of the Jewish race. However, from Genesis chapter
one to verse 11:26 things are much more sketchy, historically speaking. The time period between when God
first created "life" to that of Abram is not well defined, with scholars placing that period as anywhere between
2000 and 6000 years. Thus, generally speaking, using round numbers, its not unusul to hear of a period of
between 6000 and 10,000 years given for a total with respect to life on earth. As we shall see, some would
even use these numbers as a age of the universe, depending on what view one takes on interpreting Genesis
chapter one.
The creation account ends with the sentence; "Thus the heavens and the earth were completed, and all their
hosts" (v.2:1) and with the statement that "it was very good" (v.1:31). We will return to verse 2:1 in a little bit
and the statement that "it was very good" will become important when we look at Biblical cosmology of the
future.
Two Views of the Creation Account
As is often true in the realm of science, different conclusions can be derived from the same data. With
respect to the Bible and cosmology, this is also true. Various views have been put forth by Bible scholars with
respect to this topic and there's no way we can cover all of them, but I would like to look at two of the views
that seem to me to give the best understanding of the topic. Where necessary, other views will be mentioned
but not lingered upon. Having covered the individual verses necessary to our topic at hand (the data so to
speak), we will now sum things up and fit them into a sequential order of events. I will simply refer to them as
"View 1" and "View 2".
View 1
In this view, when God created the heavens and the earth in the beginning (v.1), time began as we know it,
the heavens did not contain the sun, moon and stars yet for they will not be created until day four. With
respect to time, those who hold to this view see the events of verse 1:1 & 2 as being part of day one (vv. 3-5),
with each day being a normal period of 24 hours as we know it. Thus the heavens and the earth were created
just days before God put "life" on this planet (vv. 1:20-31). And since "life" first appeared some 6 to 10
thousand years ago then the age of the universe also falls into this time frame. With respect to the "light" of
day one (v.3) they usually understand this to be the light of God's presence Himself, as we discussed when
covering day one. Those who hold this view often use another verse in the Bible that's found in the book of
Exodus for support; "For in six days the Lord made the heavens and the earth, the sea and all that is in them,
and rested on the seventh day; therefor the Lord blessed the Sabbath day and made it holy" (Exodus 20:11).
Much more could be said about this view but this is sufficient to cover our cosmological interest. The main
thing to remember here is that this view holds to a very young universe when compared to the billions of years
often taught within the Big Bang framework.
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View 2
View 2 is similiar to View 1 in several areas. Both hold to a normal 24 hour time period for each of the six
days of creation and both would teach that life began on earth some time around 6 to 10,000 years ago. It also
agrees that the phrase; "In the beginning..." as found in verse 1:1 speaks of the beginning of time as we know
it. This is not true for God of course as He is eternal, having no beginning or ending. The major difference
between the two views is how each interpret Day 4 and how this affects one's understanding of the "heavens".
In View 2 when God created the heavens (v.1:1) they were not created "formless and void" and then on Day 4
filled with the sun, moon and stars as View 1 teaches. Rather the sun, moon and stars already occupied the
heavens for a unknown period of time prior to the first day. In View 2 verses 1:1 & 2 are not part of Day 1 as
View 1 teaches. Day 1 instead begins at verse 1:3 with the phrase "Then God said... as each of the other six
days of creation do. View 2 sees the "light" of Day 1 as being the light from the sun and understands Day 4 to
be not when God created the sun, moon and stars but rather when they became visible from mankinds vantage
point.
The obvious implication here is that the universe may be much older than the 6 to 10,000 year timeframe
held in View 1. How much older? The Bible doesn't say. It would be pure guesswork to try and assign a
number to it, Biblically speaking. The view allows for a universe that’s billions of years old as is commonly
taught but it doesn't demand it either. This is because in View 2 there is an unknown time gap between the
time that God created the heavens and when Day 1 began. For those familiar with what’s been called "The
Gap Theory", View 2 is not the same. Supporters of the Gap or Restitution theory understand verse 1:2 to
read; "And the earth became formless and void..." as opposed to "the earth was formless and void." They teach
that life did exist on earth prior to Day 1 but due to sin God judged that world causing it to "become formless
and void." None of this can be proven in Scripture and thus the view is not widely held among Christians
today. Neither does View 2 support such a teaching but the idea of a time gap between "the beginning" of
verse 1:1 and the start of Day 1 is taught by both. What was the earth like prior to Day 1 you may ask? All
we could say for sure is that at its surface it was dark, and covered with water (v.1:2). It was also incapable of
supporting life as we know it, not unlike the other planets in our solar system. But in the short period of six
days God transformed it into the only planet that we know of to date that can support human life, not to forget
the animals and plants as well.
In defense of this view, note how the days are described in Genesis chapter one. They are not described as
"the first day" or "the second day" but rather "one day" (v.1:5) or "a second day" and "a third day" (vv. 1:8 &
13 resp.) and so on. Some English translations of Genesis incorrectly state them as "the first day" and "the
second day" and so forth but noted Bible scholar Dr. Gleason L. Archer says the following;
"In this connection it is important to observe that none of the six creative days bears a definite article in
the Hebrew text; the translations "the first day," "the second day," etc., are in error. The Hebrew says,
"And the evening took place, and the morning took place, day one" (1:5)" ("Encyclopedia of Bible
Difficulties" pp. 60 & 61)
While this may seem trivial it's actually rather important, for it suggest that these six days of creation were
not necessarily the first ever six days on the earth but were rather a period of six successive days, thus
allowing for both time before and obviously after this period. The time before these six days would be the
time gap between when God created the heavens and earth and when Day 1 began.
More support for View 2 comes from a passage in the New Testament, 2 Peter 3:5. Second Peter was
written by the Apostle Peter, one of Jesus' 12 disciples. Many remember him because of how in fear he denied
knowing Jesus at His trial but after witnessing Christ's resurrection from the dead Peter became a bold
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follower of Christ and eventually was put to death by the Romans for his faith. In 2 Peter chapter 3, Peter is
speaking about the future return of the Lord Jesus Christ and of all the changes that will take place in the
world at that time. When we look at Biblical cosmology of the future we will return to this section of the
Bible, but for now lets just look at verses 3 through 7. They read as follows:
Chapter 3
3. "Know this first of all, that in the last days mockers will come with their mocking, following after
their own lusts,
4. and saying, "Where is the promise of His coming? For ever since the fathers fell asleep, all continues
just as it was from the beginning of creation."
5. For when they maintain this, it escapes their notice that by the word of God the heavens existed long
ago and the earth was formed out of water and by water,
6. through which the world at that time was destroyed, being flooded with water.
7. But the present heavens and earth by His word are being reserved for fire, kept for the day of
judgement and destruction of ungodly men."
In verses 3 and 4 Peter is speaking of those who do not believe that Jesus will come a second time to judge the
world or that the heavens and earth will undergo a complete change. These "mockers" (v.3) will teach that the
creation "continues just as it was from the beginning" (v.4). In other words they will teach what is today
known as "uniformitarionism". With this mindset, the present is the key to the past and since things at present
seem to operate in a slow progressive way that requires vast periods of time for change to occur, this out rules
any quick changes from happening, at least on a large global scale. So Peter reminds us of two instances
when large changes did occur quickly as a result of God's direct intervention. The first is found in verse 5
where he says; "by the word of God the heavens existed long ago and the earth was formed out of water and
by water...". What time period is he referring to? When was "the earth formed out of water"? It would seem
best to connect this to what’s said in Genesis chapter 1. In Genesis 1:2 the earth is described as being initially
completely covered by water. It is not until day three that the waters are separated so that dry ground appears
(vv. 9 & 10). The second instance that Peter points out in which large global changes took place as a result of
God's direct intervention relates to the worldwide flood that happened in the days of Noah (cf. Genesis
chapters 6 through 8). This is found in 2 Peter 3:6 where he speaks of the world "being flooded with water."
In both instances, God being the author and sustainer of the laws of physics, chose to supersede these laws to
accomplish His purposes. But what’s interesting to us here is Peter's reference in verse 3:5 to the heavens
existing prior to the earth being formed out of and by water. In another English translation of this verse we
read that "the heavens were of old" (New King James Version). So it would seem that Peter is saying that the
heavens already existed or were "old" before the 6 days of creation. This fits perfectly with View 2 but not
with View 1 which holds that the heavens were created on day 1. If that was the case that would not make the
heavens "old" and there would have been no reason for Peter to state that they existed prior to the earth being
formed out of water.
But what about Exodus 20:11? Thats the verse already mentioned that’s often used to support View 1.
Does that contradict View 2? Exodus 20:11 says;
"For in six days the Lord made the heavens and the earth, the sea and all that is in them, and rested on
the seventh day; therefore the Lord blessed the Sabbath Day and made it holy."
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Exodus 20:11 is part of the 10 commandments which God gave to the people of Israel. The book of
Exodus is believed to have been written by Moses, who also wrote the book of Genesis. He would not have
contradicted himself. So what he wrote in Exodus must agree with what he wrote in Genesis. In fact, when
Exodus 20:11 says that "in six days the Lord made the heavens and the earth" it is basically meaning the same
thing as Genesis 2:1; "Thus the heavens and the earth were completed, and all their hosts." Those who hold to
View 1 would say; 'It so simple, in six days God made the heavens and the earth. So prior to the six days the
heavens did not exist.' Those who hold to View 2 would say; 'In six days God made the heavens and earth
complete. In six days He brought light upon a dark earth, formed land masses, put vegetation, animals and
human life on those land masses, filled he sea with "living creatures" and made the sun, moon and stars visible
up above.' So Exodus 20:11 can be used to support both views, it depends on one's understanding of Genesis
chapter 1. The two must agree.
Views 1 & 2 and Astronomy
How do each of these views fair with respect to astronomy? Of the two, View 1 is obviously the most
controversial. It's teaching that the universe is only 6 to 10,000 years old is far different than the billions of
years commonly referred to with respect to the Big Bang Theory. Before we dismiss View 1 as being totally
ridiculous we should keep in mind that it is taught by some who are highly educated and accomplished people
with Phds in front of their names. They are those who are willing to think "out of the box" so to speak and
refuse to be restrained by what is considered popular or acceptable in the scientific community. However, with
that said they do have some explaining to do. For example, in our current understanding of how stars work,
assuming it's correct, 6,000 years isn't nearly enough time for even the hottest, fastest burning star to exhaust
itself so as to supernovae. And then if somehow it did, how can the light from such an event reach us from a
distant galaxy, millions of light years away in the short time frame allowed in View 1? Proponents of View 1
are well aware of this issue and over the years have offered several different solutions. Some have already
been discounted but the one that holds the most promising solution is that being promoted by Dr. Jason P. Lisle
and is known as the "Anisotropic Synchrony Convention" (ASC).
ASC does not attempt to answer our first question with respect to a star's age but it does address the light
travel time problem. The real issue is can it somehow be verified to be correct? But then again isn't that true
with all theories within cosmology? Coming up with a theory is one thing, proving it is another. An article
explaining the ASC theory can be found at www.answersingenesis.org. Click on the three line symbol at top
and then go to "Answers/science/astronomy/What about distant starlight" and then find the article entitled
"Anisotropic Synchrony Convention - A solution to the Distant Starlight Problem". Many other articles can be
found at this website including those with respect to biology, chemistry, geology, mathematics, physics and
more.
How does View 2 fair with respect to these two issues in astronomy? In short, much better. Because View
2 does not give an age to the universe, one that may be 13 or 14 billion years old as is currently popularized is
permitted or allowed, but not demanded. The Bible simply does not give us a time period as to when God
created the heavens and more harm than good can be done if we insist on making claims that the Bible itself
doesn't. This is not to say that View 2 fits perfectly well with the Big Bang Theory for it doesn't. For example,
Genesis 1:1 seems to imply that when God created the heavens and the earth, they were both created at the
same time, which was "In the beginning...". Of course that is not in concert with current cosmological
teaching.
With that said there are two things within modern astronomy that would fit in well with both Views, that
being the expansion of the universe and secondly a short period of rapid expansion which has come to be
known as "inflation." Cosmologist make use of the fact that the universe is expanding to formulate their views.
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There are a number of times in Scripture where we read that when God created the heavens He "stretched"
them out, or in other words made the heavens expand;
"Thus says God the LORD, Who created the heavens and stretched them out..." (Isaiah 42:5a)
"I am the LORD, who made all things, who alone stretched out the heavens, who spread out the earth
by myself..." (Isaiah 44:24b, English Standard Version)
"It is He who made the earth by His power, Who established the world by His wisdom; And by His
understanding He has stretched out the heavens." (Jeremiah 10:12)
Sometimes the present tense is even used, might this imply that God is still causing the heavens to expand, or
that He is maintaining their current state?
"It is he who sits above the circle of the earth, and its inhabitants are like grasshoppers; who stretches
out the heavens like a curtain, and spreads them like a tent to dwell in..."
(Isaiah 40:22, ESV)
Now we have to be careful here for as already mentioned, the Hebrew word for "heavens" can refer to what
we would normally think of as the earth's atmosphere or it can refer to the universe as a whole. If the prophets
Isaiah and Jeremiah did have the universe in mind here, then these verses might be referring to the expansion of
the universe. If this is the proper way to understand what they meant then long before astronomers realized
that the universe is expanding, the Word of God said that the heavens were stretched out and are still
expanding.
Astronomers today still don't agree on the rate of this expansion, but many do believe that very shortly after
the Big Bang the universe underwent a very rapid rate of expansion during which time "space expanded
explosively in size, its radius swelling by a factor of 10[to the 25th power]" ("Exploration: An Introduction to
Astronomy", McGraw Hill, p.532). This they refer to as "inflation". In the same way when Genesis 1:1 says
that "In the beginning God created the heavens..." many believe that this happened very quickly. Supporters of
View 1 would say that it happened on the first day of creation which would imply that when God spread out
the heavens it was done very rapidly. With respect to View 2, remember that where it says in Genesis 1:1 that
"In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth", this is believed to have happened before day 1, since
it is taught that day 1 does not begin until verse 1:3. Therefore there is no restriction on either how long God
took to create the heavens and earth or how long ago. Possibly, God did it very quickly, or it could have been a
more prolonged process, we simply don't know. Either way,an expansion of the universe including a
inflationary expansion period would fit in to this view as well.

In March of 1993 a supernova
was discovered in the galaxy
M81 (on the left) that was
designated as SN1993J. At an
estimated distance of 11 million
light years how is it possible for
this event to be seen in a young
universe?
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Final Thoughts
While the creation account as described in Genesis was not written with all the fine details that we may
want, leaving us with many questions unanswered, there are two things that are very important to learn from
it. The first being that God Himself is the center of attention. Between verses 1:1 and 2:3 the word "God" is
found 35 times, occurring in every verse except for verses 1:13, 15, 19, 23, 30 and 2:1. The word "He",
referring to God is found 9 times (note: I excluded it's use as found in verse 1:16 since the words "He made"
are not in the original text). The word "His" is found 4 times, the word "us" is found once (v.1:26), the word
"Our" is used twice (v.1:26) and the word "I" is also used once (v.1:29, its use in verse 30 is not in the
original text). All total that makes 52 references to God in this creation account. If we get nothing else
from the passage, we need to learn that God is the focus of attention. The heavens and the earth exist
because God exist.
This leads us to our second point, that the creation is not eternal, it has had a beginning (v.1:1) and thus
it should not be viewed as the cause of life. God is the cause of life. To see life or the universe as a whole
with a purely naturalistic viewpoint is simply to not look high enough. God is greater than the universe, in
fact the Bible says that even "the highest heaven cannot contain" Him (1 Kings 8:27). By the "highest
heaven" it means the universe. The universe itself has a cause, that being God, who alone is eternal
(Genesis 21:33; 1 Timothy 6:16).
In part two of Biblical cosmology we will find out what God intends to do with the heavens and the
earth in the future. Will it continue to expand eventually leading to a cold, dark death, or will the expansion
stop and things begin to reverse? Or maybe things will remain in a "Steady State?" Curious? Read 2 Peter
chapter 3.
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I was doing it for the pin really. It was a neat design with that red four point
diamond with the “C” in the center, surrounded with electrons in orbit. But
what I discovered was a deep appreciation for what was right in front of me all
the time. Things that were there that I was treating as mere stepping stones to
other objects. I’m talking about stars.
Ever since I started astronomy, my focus has always been on faint fuzzies. I
was always pushing my scope to see the faintest nebula or galaxy I could find.
Many times I was disappointed when my scope just couldn’t pull things in.
Planets were easy pickings. Jupiter’s treasures and Saturn’s rings often made
up for a night of no fuzzies. And along the way, there were objects like M13 to
fill the gaps.
But individual stars never held a fascination for me. Yes, I would look at Betelgeuse and Arcturus and notice
their color difference from other stars. To me it was simply red giants on the H-R diagram. I never focused on
that. That was until I discovered Carbon Stars.
My introduction to carbon stars came in the form of Marty Mullet’s carbon star list published in the The
Valley Skywatcher, Summer 2016, Volume 53-3. I had never heard of carbon stars and began researching
them. That led to an expanded study of stellar evolution, the discovery of the SYNTHESIS OF THE
ELEMENTS IN STARS (B2FH) paper by Margaret Burbidge, Geoffrey Burbidge, William A. Fowler, and
Fred Hoyle, and reading STARS, THEIR BIRTH, LIFE AND DEATH by Iosif S. Shklovskii (one of my
college texts) from cover to cover.
Still, I was fascinated by carbon stars. I followed up on the link at the bottom of Marty’s article to the
Astronomical League’s Carbon Star Observing Program and suddenly had a focused goal for my star gazing.
It changed everything.
At the time of this writing, the Astronomical League (AL) has 78 different observing programs covering an
array of astronomical topics (https://www.astroleague.org/al/obsclubs/AlphabeticObservingClubs.html).
Each program has its own list of objects to be observed and requirements and rules specific to the individual
program. The requirements stipulate what the observer has to achieve in order to complete the program. Lists
of objects to be observed are downloadable from the specific program’s web page, and some of the programs
have a guidebook that provides information on the objects. The guidebooks can be purchased from the AL
website. Purchasing the guidebooks, though, is not a requirement for program completion.
One of these programs is the Carbon Star Observing Program (https://www.astroleague.org/content/carbonstar-observing-program). This program has 100 stars to observe, with at least one of them located in each RA
hour. Declination ranges from -23 degrees to +78 degrees, making the stars in the list easily visible from all of
the contiguous United States. Many constellations contain multiple carbon stars on the list, with Cygnus
having the most at 11. The Carbon Star program has a guidebook available containing information on all of
the target stars. A telescope is necessary to complete the program (I used a 6” Newtonian), and eyepieces with
various focal lengths will be useful in color observations. Having multiple eyepieces is also useful for
sketching the best field of view, a requirement of the program. I found that each star, once located, required
40 minutes of time to observe and sketch on average. I say “once located” because there were a number of
stars that took some time to find when star hopping. Additional “cloudy night work” was required to identify
field stars in each sketch. Overall, it took eight months to complete the program and obtain the pin along with
the certificate of completion.
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The program does present the observer with some challenges. Overcoming all of the problems and
challenges, though frustrating initially, caused me to become a better observer. The first challenge are the
stars themselves. A number of the target stars are located in dense stellar fields. Star hoppers will discover
that identifying the target star can depend upon the detail level of star charts or software, and the ability to
visually identify matching stars.
Second, the colors of carbon stars can be deceiving. Not all carbon stars are orange or red. The colors can
also be affected by atmospheric conditions. In Oklahoma where I am located, smoke is a problem when the
ranchers burn off their pastures to clear the way for new spring growth. Smoke problems can stretch as far
north as Ohio depending upon the winds. When smoke is a problem, Clear Dark Sky has a link to the current
smoke map (https://www.ospo.noaa.gov/data/land/fire/currenthms.jpg) from its forecast page.
Third are the challenges we always encounter; obstacles. In my case, it was trees. The seasonality problem of
trees also became apparent. During the summer months, the leaves on the trees reflected the light from the
lone security light from the other side of the house, illuminating my observing location as brightly as a quarter
Moon. The trees also made the timing of observations critical. When I began the program, I started with
observing the stars in Monoceros. They were just above the trees in the west. Days later, I realized I needed
to re-observe the stars. Unfortunately, they were already into the trees, so I had to wait eight months for them
to become visible again, this time around the trees on the eastern side of my property, before I could complete
the program.
Fourth was an unexpected technological problem. As it turns out, one of the stars in the AL list is misidentified by Stellarium (I’m not saying which one). I discovered this when trying to identify field stars in my
sketch. This resulted in a repeated observing session as all of my original observations were of a nearby, but
incorrect star. (Since the time I completed the program, there has been an on-line discussion of this issue with
one poster providing the fascinating source of the problem.)
The other equipment needed to partake in the program is minimal; a clipboard, a pencil, an eraser, some type
of red LED light and a good star atlas. The clipboard is needed to hold the sketch paper, and the red LED to
see what you are sketching.
As the stars in the program are variable, it is best to have a star atlas that shows stars at least down to
magnitude nine if possible. The dimmer stars on the list are in the magnitude eight range at their brightest.
Because some of the stars can dim to magnitude 13, having planetarium software that can display stars fainter
than that is the best choice. Stellarium (https://stellarium.org) has optional downloadable star catalogs
containing ever fainter stars. Download all of them as they will be needed. For the current version of
Stellarium, the additional catalogs display stars down to at least magnitude 17.5.
Alternatively, the American Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO) provides their on-line Variable
Star Plotter (VSP) utility available for generating star charts (https://app.aavso.org/vsp/). These charts are
useful for finding stars that are beyond the magnitude limits of Stellarium, going down to magnitude 25. The
biggest challenge when using VSP is finding the right combination of settings to produce the optimal chart,
but these are easily found through experimentation. VSP also produces the chart in a printable format.
As mentioned above, one of the challenges presented in the Carbon Star program is locating stars in dense star
fields, especially in Cygnus. I found using an ultra high contrast filter worked very well for dimming
background stars enough to allow easier star hopping between the brighter stars, but a filter is not required.
People with GOTO mounts (they are approved for use in the program) will not have this issue.
Another piece of simple equipment that helps in estimating color is what I call “the hood”. It is a 3’x4’ piece
of black felt fabric that I drape over my head and eyepiece to darken my surroundings, similar to what old
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time photographers used. It is very useful when the Moon is out, and being made of felt, the hood works great
as a wind block and as a thermal insulator on colder nights. The one problem with felt, though, is static
electricity that could affect electronics. If your scope is electronics heavy, an alternate non-static-generating
fabric is probably recommended.
In order to complete the program as quickly as possible, session planning is a must. First up is the weather.
Various websites are useful for planning around clear nights. The sites I found most useful are:
● Clear Dark Skies: https://www.cleardarksky.com. This site provides both seeing and transparency values
(information required to be logged for the program), as well as humidity that can make sketching almost
impossible due to its effect on paper.
● NOAA Seven Day Forecast: https://forecast.weather.gov. This site provides more detailed information of
current conditions than Clear Dark Skies.
● GOES Weather Satellite (for cloud cover): https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/GOES/conus.php?sat=G16
Also, local TV station nine day forecasts can be useful. There were a number of nights that Clear Dark Skies
and NOAA disagreed on cloud cover. In this regard, I found them equally in error.
Pre-mapping local obstacles is a good idea. Using a Silva Ranger compass, I measured the direction and
heights of the trees surrounding my observing location. Then using Stellarium’s Alt-Az grid, I was able to
determine the time various stars would become visible. This set the observation order of the stars for the
night’s session. A compass with an internal elevation protractor is not necessarily required for mapping. Any
method to measure direction and elevations of obstacles can be used.

Right: This obstacle map is in two
parts, north-centered and southcentered, as indicated by the compass
headings above the vertical lines.
Numbers below the horizontal line
indicate the east-west compass heading
limits of the obstacle. Number above
the horizontal line indicate the
obstacle's height in degrees altitude.
These values are then used with
Stellarium's Alt-Az grid to determine
the visibility of objects.
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One of the nicest features of the latest Stellarium that was not available in the versions I was using is object
bookmarks. This is a real time saver in the field, reducing keyboarding while at the scope. Putting the list of
carbon stars into a bookmark list allows those stars to be highlighted in the Stellarium display. One possibility
is to enter the stars into separate lists by RA. This reduces display clutter and allows rapid identification during
observing.
Three different documents are available from the Carbon Star Observing Program web page. The carbon star
list is available in two formats, PDF and Excel spreadsheet. I highly recommend the spreadsheet for its
usefulness. An extra column can be added to mark whether a star has already been observed to prevent time
consuming duplication, and the list can be sorted by any of the columns, RA and constellation being very
useful in session planning.
The third document is the carbon star observing log. This document contains an entry for each star on the list.
It provides the RA and Declination of the star, alternate identifiers (useful when the primary identifier cannot
be found in Stellarium), magnitude, periodicity, spectral type, an area for notes and a square area for the FOV
sketch. I printed this document and used it on my clipboard.
Sketching was one of the big challenges in this program, especially because of my inexperience. The challenge
was increased due to the square sketch area in the log used to represent the circular the field of view (FOV) in
the scope. This was the classic case of a square peg in a round hole! Using polar coordinates (“o’clock” and
distance from the center of the field of view) for determining star placement seemed to work well, but artificial
FOV limits had to be imagined for the edges. Using higher magnifications can significantly reduce the amount
of time necessary for sketching by reducing the number of field stars, but may result in difficulty identifying
the stars depending upon your source for information.
One mistake to avoid while sketching is simply drawing the same sized dots to represent stars as opposed to
larger and smaller dots representing magnitude, similar to a star atlas. Dot size is not a requirement for the
Carbon Star program. This contributed to the problems I had in identifying some field stars. Another
contributing factor was delaying the work identifying field stars after the observing session. It is best to
perform the field star identification as soon after the observing session as possible to rely on the memory of the
view. Wait too long and the memory is gone.
To assist in field star identification, Stellarium provides a magnitude limit setting. By matching the resulting
display pattern as closely as possible to the sketch, field stars are more easily identified. Use the Ocular View,
setting it to the same telescope and eyepiece used for the sketch for the best FOV matching. Additional settings
that help identify field stars are the star labeling density and time setting.
Do not be afraid to add your own information to the log. Part way through the program, I decided to perform
B-V color and magnitude estimates. Color perception turned into an experiment in and of itself and led to
researching the Purkinje Effect. At times my estimates were dead on. Other times it was significantly off, and
frequently it was difficult to estimate as the color would change with magnification and sky conditions.
Various color charts are available on-line that can be used in the field on a laptop to help improve estimates.
One thing I had not done with the Carbon Star program was to document the Moon’s distance from the target
star and its percent illuminated to see how it affected color perception. That will be a study for another day.
Below: A sample log entry
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So, how did everything change? I learned valuable observing skills, such as planning, being more “scientific”
in my observations, being far more observant regarding what I was seeing, being exposed to sketching, and
having the possibilities in the night sky open even wider for me. The range of carbon star color, though, was
one of the most beautiful discoveries while complleting the program. It was very fulfilling and expanded my
enjoyment of the night sky. It was well worth the time.
I have since gone on to complete the Double Star Observing Program. It is another program that has increased
my observing skills even further, and shown me even more wonders. I’ve also started my planning for the far
more challenging Multi-Star Observing Program. And if that weren’t enough, a colleague and I have begun
creating another observing program that we’ll pitch to the Astronomical League once we have the kinks
worked out. And it all started by wondering what a carbon star was after seeing an article in The Valley
Skywatcher.
Acknowledgments:
My thanks go to Marty Mullet for his list of carbon stars that sparked my research, and to longtime friend
and former STScI coworker Ian Cooper who, after hearing me say that I had completed the observing
program, said, “You should write an article for The Valley Skywatcher”. Well my friend, it may have
taken me a while to write it, but I hope you enjoyed reading this article as much as I enjoyed reliving my
experiences with the Carbon Star Program while writing it.
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Constellation Quiz
Dan Rothstein
This issue’s questions:
1. Where are the Three Patriarchs?
2. Find the obsolete constellation Lang.
3. What was Malus, and what group absorbed it?
4. The Chinese asterism Kou, the Dogs, recalls a legend that
appears in many cultures. Find them.

Answers to last issue’s questions:
1. The Sycamine Tree is, as one might expect, a variation in spelling of sycamore, but not
the tree we are familiar with here in North America, the American Sycamore (the
plane tree, Platanus Occidentalis). It is actually a variety of fig once common in the
Middle East and Africa. Sycamine is a translation of the Arabic term Al Jummaiza, or
Al Ghamaisa, which refers to either the star β Canis Minoris (our Gomeisa) or to the
pair of Procyon and Gomeisa, which were considered to be the entire constellation beginning in ancient Mesopotamian times. This group was described as a tree according
to Allen, but he doesn’t indicate why. The Arabic translation of Al Ghamaisa is the
dim, watery-eyed, or weeping one, associated with the story in the previous quiz of the
two sisters, Sirius and Procyon, who were marooned on opposite sides of the river of
the Milky Way. The Sycamine tree is mentioned in classical Hebrew and Greek literature. It was once native to northern Africa, Greece, the entire Middle East, and Madagascar. There it is now known as the black mulberry, Morus Nigra, but it is not a
Mulberry, but actually a variety of fig. It blossoms year round and is grown for its edible fruit. The other species, Morus Alba (white mulberry) was used as food for silkworm caterpillars. The leaves of both species resemble those of the mulberry. Both
have bark which exfoliates in paper-like strips, exposing the yellowish wood beneath,
like our American Sycamore. In Latin Mora means delay, as in our word moratorium,
because the mulberry delays its budding for warmer weather, after most other trees.
Even as late as the time of Bayer, another name for Canis Minor was Sycaminos.
2. The Hawaiian constellation of Ka Hei-hei o na Keiki, the Cat’s Cradle of the Children,
was named for its resemblance to the string figure (hei-hei) made by children. This
constellation has two bright star pairs separated by a row of three stars, the shoulders
and knees flanking the three stars of the belt of Orion. It was also known as the Spider,
Lanalana. The markings on her back (the belt and the sword) were Na Kao (the darts).
(Continued on following page)
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2. (continued) Orion straddles the Celestial Equator, which was Ka Alanui o Ke Ka’uhu u,
the roadway of the Spider, the thread she walks along. Since the northernmost star of
the belt, Mintaka, is almost exactly on the Celestial Equator, the belt was used for navigation. A line from a point in the sky to Mintaka indicated its angle between the line and
the Celestial Equator. From Hawaiian Voyaging Traditions, Hawaiian Star Lines,
archive.Hokulea.com.
3. The The Cowboy Boot is a naked-eye asterism (that is if you have really good nakedeyes, which I don’t, so I would probably need binoculars), with its 11 stars all between
magnitude 4.5 and 5.5. It is found in Vulpecula among a myriad of dimmer stars, so a
telescope may have too much power to show it well, and since it is dim it is a good test
of sky transparency. It also happens to be an easy way to find the Dumbbell Nebula.
The sole of the boot runs parallel and about 5 degrees north of the Arrow of Sagitta.
About 1/3 degree north of the Dumbbell is the star 14 Vulpeculae in the sole of the boot.
Going around the boot clockwise starting at the toe is the sole, composed of 12, 14, 17,
and 22; up the back from 22 at the heel to β983 (Burnham), 23, and 21, with 25 as a
spur; 21 and 15 are the top; and down the front includes 15, 16, 17, back to 12. The
Cowboy Boot is the discovery or creation of Hugh S. Rice, who worked at Hayden
Planetarium. Charts of this object can be found in George Lovi’s Ramblings in July
1975 and August 1972 Sky and Telescope.
4. The Babylonian grouping The Old Man (not the same as the Hired Man described in a
previous quiz) is our constellation Perseus. In the Greek myths Perseus was a hero figure, but The Old Man (SU.GI) was not. He carries a wand, and like our modern hero, a
severed head, banishing ghosts of the old year, driving them back to the underworld.
The Old Man rises in the final month of the Babylonian year and is associated with their
Enmesharra, an ancestral god who resides in the underworld in the form of a ghost, representing the shadowy form of the king of the gods. At springtime, the natural abundance of the Earth was thought to “open up” in order to yield her bounty, but opening
up could also be accompanied by many dangers, chief of which was the potential pollution from the dead, who could gain access to the upper world at this pivotal time. The
Old Man may have been adopted as a sky-god in the Mithras cults of the Middle East.
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Deep Thoughts on Engineering and Physics
Chris Powell
The following is an addition to our continued collection of “Physics and Engineering
Folklore”. As the term folklore implies, often the original author or source are not clear or
known, and multiple and differing versions can be found.
As always, I welcome submittals for inclusion in future issues, which could be passed to me
at any of our CVAS monthly meetings or directly to my email at
christopher.powell@earthlink.net.
The item below is not unique to Clinton Nuclear Station in Illinois but someone customized it
for this plant during the Startup phase. Not sure if this was unique to the Nuclear industry or if
others were passing it around, too. I’d be interested to hear from our NASA people.
Annotation is provided for clarity.
S&L = Sargent & Lundy, Nuclear
Architect-Engineering Firm out of
Chicago
NRC = Nuclear Regulatory
Commission responsible for
emphasizing Safety
NSED = Nuclear Systems Engineering
Division (Utility/Owner)
BA = Baldwin Associates, construction
firm in Southern Illinois formed
specifically to build Clinton
Startup = Test Engineering Group,
responsible for finding flaws and
correcting them before turnover to
Plant Staff; usually independent
contract engineers
Operations = The guys who have to
operated the plant including NRC
licensed Reactor Operators and
Supervisors (Utility/Owner)
Plant Staff = Tech Staff, Operations,
and Maintenance (Utility/Owner)
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